Tiddlywinkers are upset Place second and fourth

The weekend of February 16 and 17 provided MIT sports with what could be considered the biggest upset of the year as neither of Tech's two first-rate tiddlywinks teams managed to win the North American Championships held at Cornell University in Ithaca, New York.

The MIT "ZOO" team, consisting of Bill Bonke '73, Craig Schweinhart '73, Dave Alexander '75, The Danish Indian '74, and Scott Hinch and Dave York, managed to eliminate the MIT "A" team, consisting of Open Lockwood '75, Larry Kahn '75, Rick Tucker '76, Pete Copper '75, Fred Shapiro '74, Joe Sachs '77, first, second and last year, respectively. Although the "A" team lost all its players except for Lockwood and Kahn, the "ZOO" squad had all but one winker returning from last year's champs, certainly marking them as tournament favorites.

The North Americans were just a win, however, by the Harv Yon Tree Hah No Leaves But They Will Out Club, a team from Philadelphia headed by an MIT grad known as Sunshine '69. The final tally showed HYTHNLBTWOC with 194 points, MIT "ZOO" 97½, Somerville, 92, and MIT "A" 44½. Teams eliminated before the finals included Cornell, Toronto, Rwindall, and Ithaca High School among others.

Out of the eighteen pairs competing, the MIT "ZOO" team finished fourth, seventh, and eight while MIT "A" placed third and fifth. In addition, an Evander played very well to finish third and Lock- wood and Sachs placed much better than expected. "A" team's Kahn has improved markedly this year and has a 14-4-1 record so far. He is rapidly becoming one of North America's finest players.

MIT, holder of the World's Cup, expects a challenge from HYTHNLBTWOC to be forthcoming. Tournaments still to be played this year include the pairs and singles championships.
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